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NAME_________________________________________________________DATE___________PERIOD______

W E B A C T I V I T Y :  C H E M B A L A N C E R(A CP)  
PA R T I :  R E G U L A R C H E M B A L A N C E R 
DIRECTIONS: 

1. � ���  ����#��"���� "�+�����������",����������� ��$�����"#$������) %�#����� 
2. 
�����+#$�"$�����,�� 
3. Place the correct coefficient in front of each chemical symbol to balance the entire equation.  You MUST 

type a 1 if you believe that there should only be one atom/molecule of something.  The computer will NOT 
assume you mean a 1 if you leave it blank.  

4. W����) %������&���&�")$������#�����������������$���+��������,��%$$ �� ��$���$ !�"���$� ��$���#�"��������$���
green rectangle).  You will see a message telling you that you are either incorrect or correct.  If you are 
incorrect, try again.  If you are correct, then read the facts about the equation.  

5. Complete the following and turn it in when you are done.  
6. The questions w/ *** before them should be read and answered before you start balancing the equation.  

They are often hints to help you through the process.  
 

1.   ___Fe    + ___S    �     ___FeS 

What charge does the iron make in iron sulfide?  _______ 

What is a ferrier?  _____________________________________________________________________ 

What color AND state of matter is sulfur found in?  _______________________ 

 

2.          ___H2       +        ___Cl2        �      ___HCl 

How many molecules of HCl (hydrochloric acid) would be produced in this balanced equation? _____ 

What protects the stomach from the strong hydrochloric acid inside?  _________________________________ 

What can happen if the HCl breaks through this protective covering?  _____________________________ 

 

3.          ___Mg          +        ___O2        �         ___MgO 

What is the name of the compound MgO?  _________________________________________ 

Is MgO an ionic or covalent compound?  Explain.  ____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What color light is given off when magnesium burns?  ___________________ 
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4.           ___O2           +             ___H2           �       ___H2O 

How many water molecules would be produced in this equation? __________________ 

Draw a water molecule WITH THE CORRECT SHAPE in the space below.   Indicate whether the molecule is polar 
or nonpolar and make sure to draw the partial positive and negative signs if it is polar.   

       Name of shape:  ____________________ 

       Polar or Nonpolar molecule:  __________________ 

 

What is the name of the blimp that blew up years ago? _____________________________ 

Why is helium used in blimps instead of hydrogen?  ___________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.             ___HgO            �     ___Hg +   ___O2 

Into what two elements does mercury (II) oxide decompose or break down into? _____________________________ 

What charge does mercury make in the reactant?  ________ 

��)�#� %���-$�) %�$ %�����"�%")� ________________________________________________________________ 

 

6.   ___Ca       +       ___H2O              �              ___Ca(OH)2       +      ___H2 

***Notice that Hydrogen showed up in two difference places on the product side.  How many TOTAL hydrogen 

atoms do you expect to end with?  _____________ 

What is the name of the compound Ca(OH)2 ?  ________________________________ 

What happens when you drop calcium in water?  ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7.             ___CH4      +     ___O2             �  ___CO2        +         ___H2O 

***Look at the number of oxygen atoms in the water on the product side of the UNBALANCED equation.  Is this 

an even or an odd number?  ___________What coefficient should you put in front of water? ____________ 

How many molecules of oxygen do you need to react with all of the CH4? _______________ 

Draw a carbon dioxide molecule WITH THE CORRECT SHAPE in the space below.  
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What is the name for CH4?  ________________Where is it found? ______________________ 

�������
�������
����
��������4?  ___________________________&__________________________ 

 

8.    ___Na2O2 +   ___H2SO4 �   ___Na2SO4 +  ___H2O2 

***The equation looks like it might be difficult to balance, but what happens when you put a 1 in front of every 

compound?  ______________________________________________________________________ 

���������
����
�������
���������	�������4
-2����_________________ 

Is Na2SO4 an ionic or covalent compound?  _____________  Explain why:  _______________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the common name for the product H2O2?  _______________________ 

What is the common name for H2SO4?  ___________________ 

 

9.   ___N2              +  ___H2  �            ___NH3 

***How many hydrogen atoms are on the reactant side?  ____  How many hydrogen atoms are on the product side?  

____  What should you do when you see these amounts?  _______________________________________________ 

Draw the NH3 molecule in the space below and indicate both the name of its shape AND whether or not it is a polar 
molecule.  If it is a polar molecule, don't forget to indicate which side of the molecule has a partial positive and 
partial negative charge.   

       Name of shape:  ____________________ 

       Polar or Nonpolar molecule:  __________________ 

  

This reaction describes the Haber process.  What is the name for the substance produced?  _____________________ 

In what two products is ammonia a key ingredient?  ____________________&_____________________ 

 

10.     ___Al  + ___O2  � ___Al2O3 

***How many oxygen atoms are on the reactant side?  ____  How many oxygen atoms are on the product side?  

____  What should you do when you see these amounts?  _______________________________________________ 
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Explain why the only correct formula for aluminum oxide is Al2O3 and not some other ratio. ___________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is this reaction describing? ___________________________________________________________________ 

� �) %�$�����$��$�$���+"%#$���,� ����%���%���#�������������� "���$"����$������"��%���!" ��##���(!�����'�)� 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11.   ___KMnO4 � ___K2O       +      ___MnO   + ___O2 

***Make the coefficient in front of KMnO4 ��+�,������#�#� %��������$���"�#$�����$$�����#��"�$ ����������� 

***Look at the product side.  In which compounds is oxygen present?  ___________________________________ 

���	�������$���+� �- ()���,�������$#���"#$��$����$������ ()������ 

***Assuming you put a coefficient in front of the K2O and the MnO, how many oxygen atoms are found in those 

two substances? _____  How many did you start with on the reactant side?  _____  How many are left? _____ 

The equation is describing the decomposition of potassium permanganate.  What is the formula for potassium 

permanganate?  ____________ 

The 4 in front of the KMnO4 indicates that 4 moles of KMnO4  are needed to run this reaction.  What is the mass of 

4 moles of this substance?  ______________   

What gas is released as this substance decomposes?  ______________  Draw a molecule of this gas (the one that is 
produced during the reaction)  in the space below.  Be sure to keep track of your electrons so you know if you need 
to make double or triple bonds.  Indicate the name of the shape and whether or not the molecule is polar or nonpolar.  
If it is polar, be sure to write in the partial positive and partial negative signs.   

       Name of shape:  ____________________ 

       Polar or Nonpolar molecule:  __________________ 

 

 

This reaction can be referred to as a pyrolysis reaction.  What does th��!"���(�+!)" ,�#$����� "���������������� 

���$�� �#�$���#%���(�+�)#�#,�#$����� "�������������������� 

 

  


